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Based on research evidence, what are 
some of the most effective 
educational practices for DLLs from 
B-8?



High Quality Early Childhood education settings

● Positive relationships

● Intentional teaching

● Partnering with families

● Interesting environments 

and materials

● Qualified teachers

● Comprehensive curricula

● Culturally sustaining 

practices



Is this enough?



There other elements of quality that are important to consider...

High-quality early 

education for DLLs involves 

attending to their particular 

developmental 

characteristics and using 

bilingualism as a resource 

for learning 



Use of Language other than English

Support in children’s language other than English leads to 

higher social, cognitive, and academic achievement levels  
(Barnett, Yarosz, Thomas, Jung, & Blanco, 2007; Burchinal, Field, López, Howes, & Pianta, 2012)



Supporting development of the language other than English

● Bilingual programs (Barnett, 

Yarosz, Thomas, Jung, & Blanco, 

2007; Durán, Roseth & Hoffman, 

2010)

● English only instruction with 

language other than English 

support (Castro et al, 2017)



What does this mean?
● High quality is beneficial for 

DLLs but it is insufficient to 

promote children’s full potential

● Strategic use of the other than 

English language is important in 

both bilingual and English-only 

classrooms



Example of strategies
Development of 

vocabulary

● Comprehension

● Participation

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ven6T642_01-Ux-g7nWeyoCcs08e4piW/view
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Which in-classroom and out-of-
classroom influences, including 
professional attitudes and biases, affect 
outcomes in young DLLs both positively 
and negatively?







Families’ contributions
● Teach letters in English and Spanish

● Read aloud books

● Write child’s  and family members names

● Dictation

● Find words in letter soups

● Make list of ingredients for cake

● Chant the alphabet

● Play school

● Create stories orally before going to bed 

(Gillanders & Jimenez, 2004)



What challenges do schools and 
communities face and what resources are 
available for developing and 
implementing effective programs for 
DLLs?





Early Educators

Preparing 

teachers that 

are bilingual 

and that lead 

rather than 

assist




